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POPULATION

- FASTEST GROWING MINORITY GROUP
- THE USA REPORTS 26% OF THE POPULATION HAS A DISABILITY (1 IN 4 PEOPLE)
- NEW YORK STATE REPORTS 24.8% OF THE POPULATION HAS A DISABILITY
- 36.2% OF PEOPLE WHO ARE CLASSIFIED AS DISABLED ARE EMPLOYED AND 7.8% OF ARE ACTIVELY SEEKING EMPLOYMENT.
ONBOARDING

OBJECTIVES

• JOB DESCRIPTIONS
• INTERVIEWING PROCESS
• ACCESSIBILITY

BARRIERS

• REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE NOT ESSENTIAL TO THE JOB
• IDENTIFYING DISABILITY ON APPLICATION
• RESPECTING THE INTERVIEWEE
• TRANSPORTATION
• ADA COMPLIANT
BARRIERS TO RETENTION

- The average person with a disability makes $40,300 annually while those without a disability average $45,300 annually.
  - Medical cost
- $200 billion spend each year on medical equipment, job training, disability payments (social security disability), and more
  - There was not data found on the percentage of distribution how the money spent
- Accessibility in the workplace
- Ethical language
IMPROVING THE EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

- See the environment as disabling the individual by not being accessibility.
- The rights of workers considers fair wages, insurance, safe working environments, safeguarding of unique attributes without bias or prejudice, and protective factors in case of illness or retirement.
IMPROVING THE EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE CONT.

Challenging personal ideas of normalcy

Speaking up about the lack of representation in places of employment

Program development

Coming along side to support and empowering personnel
Work Cited